Pure Shift GIC Processing
On the 60 MHz tabletop spectrometers, pure shift spectra were obtained from the following procedure. In this method, first, the 45 o tilted 1D-homodecoupled trace of J-Res serves is used as a base for the pure shift spectrum. Subsequently, advanced line fitting in the Mnova software helps in selecting only the pure shift resonances (without any strong coupling artefacts and noise in the spectrum), which enables obtaining clean synthetic diagonal spectrum from the make2D script. This spectrum acts as a filter in combination with the conventional 2D homonuclear experiments by the GIC formalism. However, the complex coupling information still present along the indirect dimension can be suppressed with the aid of the direct covariance processing, and that helps in obtaining the F1 and F2 decoupled spectra with enhanced resolution.
Supporting Figure 1:
Illustrates the GIC processing procedure involved in obtaining the pure shift NMR spectrum at 60MHz on Ibuprofen sample. Herein, the required 1D pure shift spectrum can be obtained from the 45⁰ tilted 1D trace of J-res (I(c))(J-res spectrum is shown in (I(a) ). Here, the 1D trace of J-res has nicely resolved resonances (without any scalar coupling information) when compared with the conventional-1D (1(b)).However, it still has some strong coupling artefacts, which can be eliminated by using the advance line fitting options in the Mnova and the obtained1D pure shift spectrum is very clean (I(d)) and that helps in generating the 2D diagonal spectrum(II) with the aid of make2D script processing option. Subsequently, this synthetic diagonal spectrum is combined to the conventional 2D-COSY (III) with the GIC processing formalism followed by using the direct covariance, which resulted in a spectrum with enhanced resolution (GIC pure shift COSY spectrum (IV)).
Supporting Figure 2:
Illustrates the processing procedure to obtain the 2D diagonal spectrum, which is a basic requirement for the GIC formalism. This process has been demonstrated on another sample, mixture of trans-2-pentenal and propanol. Herein, J-res 1D trace (I(c)) is considered from the 45⁰ projection of J-res (I (a)) experiment. This spectrum has nicely resolved singlets compared to the conventional 1D (1(b) ). Further, strong coupling artefacts have been removed to generate clean 1D (1(d)), which serves as a base to obtain the 2D diagonal spectrum (II).
